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2 Fold Sofa Bed Mattress

LINKREST is one of the leading 2 fold sofa bed

mattress manufacturers and suppliers in China.

This 2 fold sofa bed mattress has CFR1633 fire

proof certification and has good comfort. The

thickness and material of the mattress can be

selected according to your own preferences, such

as different foam mattresses, spring mattresses

and pocket spring mattresses. The purpose is to

adapt the mechanism well and keep the seat flat,

not similar.

Product Description

Bi Fold Sofa Sleeper Mechanisms

LINKREST is one of the leading 2 Fold Sofa Bed Mattress manufacturers and suppliers
in China. Our future is dependent on our passion for more value added and brand new
designing, high quality products and professional service while meeting our finacial
objectives. We have been investing in R&D, automatic production lines, and finding the
best solution to reduce the cost and lead time for customer satisfaction. Raw material and
transportation cost are on the rise, we have dedicated ourselves on finding technical
solutions like our DIY mechanisms and redesigned construction to ensure customer
satisfaction.

Mattress in US needs CFR1633 fireproof certification and UK needs Low-hazard for
residential and Medium-hazard for commerical.
Polydeck of sleeper mechanism for UK also needs fireproof certification.
Different sleeper mechanism has different specification such as mattress length,width and
thickness.
The thickness of mattress maybe change to fit the mechanism which depends on different
construction of mattress,such as different foam mattress,spring mattress as well as pocket
spring mattress etc. The purpose is to fit the mechanism very well and keep the seat flat
without similing.
Mechanism size is the mounting size between inside arms.
Mattress for Bi-fold optional for spring mattress, foam mattress,latex mattress and pocket
spring mattress.
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When you add mattress into sleeper you need to fit well the sleeper end first and then fit
the head tube.
Mattress for 2500/2600/DF00 Bi-fold sleeper mechanism.
Mechanism width 72" King 68" Queen 60" Full 55" Mini Full 44" Twin 40" Mini Twin

Mattress size(cm) 162x182x12 152x182x12 132x182x12 119x182x12 92x182x12 81x182x12

Model 2572/DF72 2568/DF68 2560/DF60 2555/DF55 2544/DF44 2540/DF40

Mattress for 2700/3300/3400/3500 Deep Cavity Bi-fold sleeper mechanism.

Mechanism width 72" King 68" Queen 60" Full 55" Mini Full 44" Twin 40" Mini Twin

Mattress size(cm) 162x182x15 152x182x15 132x182x15 119x182x15 92x182x15 81x182/15

Model 2772/3372 2768/3368 2760/3360 2755/3355 2744/3344 2740/3340

Mattress for extra long tubular Bi-fold sleeper mechanism 2900#
Mechanism model 2968 2960 2944

Mechanism width 68" 60" 44"

Mattress size(cm) 152x190x12 132x190x12 92x190x12

Mattress for extra long semi-tubular Bi-fold sleeper mechanism LF00#
Mechanism model LF68PK/SK LF60PK/SK LF52PK/SK LF44PK/Sk

Mechanism width 68" 60" 52" 44"

Mattress size(cm) 152x190x12 132x190x12 12x190x12 92x190x12

Mattress for seat cushion flipper Bi-fold sofa bed mechanism MF00#
Model MF68/68W MF64/64W MF60/60W MF44/44W

Mechanism width 68" 64" 60" 44"

Mattress size(cm) 152x190x13 142x190x13 132x190x13 92x190x13
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